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Who says the young have all the fun?Julia Child on the main element to her longevity "Later years
ain’t no place for sissies." —attempt it immediately. "Crimson meat and gin." "When they tell me
I'm too aged to accomplish something, I  "Ultimately you will reach a spot when you stop lying
about your actual age and start bragging about any of it.Pablo Picasso  —Will Rogers  —Bette Davis 
Whether you're a silver surfer or a golden oldie, you've still got what it takes (it just takes a little
longer than it utilized to). —" Virginia Woolf "  —"The older one grows, the more one likes
indecency.You've lived the desire, seen the film, and bought the T-shirt—thus isn't it time to show
the children how exactly to party?"  Here is a book filled with quotations to show that you may
have to grow old, but you don't have to grow up.
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Four Stars I acquired this for someone simply getting their medicare card. Cute gift. This book
was just what I expected. Funny! LAUGH OUT LOUD FUNNY! Should be best for anyone older
than 50.
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